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Danube Collegium Peregrinus   
 

 Partnership along the Danube 
towards 2020 

A project initiated by SoL Hungary 

 
 Duna quelle                                                                                                                        

 
WE do think that the future of Europe, in the times to come with what many people prefer to call the 
SHIFT or Tipping Point, largely depends on its coherence and stability. Yet there is no European 
coherence & security until Central and East Europe is out of balance both in relation to the rest of    
Europe ( West and North) and in relation to its own nations and nationalities, with special consideration 
for the Roma population. 
Thus we aim to create a coherent learning network of innovative initiatives, learning and practice ( a 
service based knowledge creation )  in the Danube region.  
Our regional focus is the Danube-Carpathians region hoping to extend this network education with the 
Upper Danube ( Au-Check, Germany) and the Lower Danube ( Bulgaria, Moldavia, The Ukraine and 
Roumania) in the South. 
 
To further develop our project in the following years to come, we want to cooperate with other like-
minded initiatives  

The G.Bruno GlobalShift University,  Regional Center 
Castle Statenberg- Terra Parzifal project in Slovenia,  
 Hosting Transformation member organizations 
The AOH regional community,  
Team Academy, Finnland-Debrecen 
Schumacher College, UK 
DonauWandel project 

 
Mission:  

Danube Collegium Peregrinus – New Leadership for Sustainability has the mission to contribute to 
the solution of the above split in Europe, to offer a learning space where young leaders can master 
complexity based learning disciplines rooted in real time action  that is dedicated to social and 
business and environmental sustainability focused on local issues, based on community lead 
design with global awareness of an interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral as well as trans-national 
focus.  
It is Danube, responding to the needs of the region, expressing the intention to flow and connect, 
and revitalizing the Spirit of Partnership present in Old Europe in 6-3 millenia BC. 
It is Collegium, as it is a creative, innovative action based co-learning space with the right balance 
of theory-practice-service of new knowledge for the new times. 
It is Peregrinus, as we intend to create a welcoming space for those who leave the region int he 
spirit of searching for meaningful knowledge and action, then come „home” with renewed energy 
and new „ masterpieces of the guild” like int he Middle Ages and want to share and apply all that 
they know with those who decide or cannot make the same and similar journey. Yet it also is open 
for wanderers of knowlesge seekers from all the wide globe for a time to settle and learn and 
serve.  
 
We have 3 learning regions for this complex program: 

 
 1., Upper Tisza region: including The Ukraine, Slovakia, (South Poland?),      
Transylvania ( Roumania ) partnering with a local Hungarian university of 
Nyíregyháza-Debrecen and a Rural Development Professional Association applying 
TeamAcademy methodology. 
Here the emphasis is on educational innovation, student-youth support and 
community schooling of local inclusion.This region is stricken by deep poverty and a 
growing population of unemployed roma population. 
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 2.,West Danube Region with the joint focus of Bécs ( Wien) – Pozsony (Bratislava     
-Pressburg) - Budapest focus, but perhaps placed in Győr where Austria, Slovakia and 
Hungary can work on the focus environmental, water and industrial sustainability. 

 
 
3., Drava – Danube region: Pécs that is close to the Danube and Drava  
rivers connecting Croatia-Slovenia and Serbia and Hungary---two of our trustees  
work there at the university and it could be the center for applying organizational  
learning competencies in rural and regional development with a special focus  
on Blue Economy, as well as the Art and Business focus together with Castle Borl. 

  
           Sustainable living, systems thinking and the ecology of mind 

Organisational learning and social group dynamics  
Systemic dialogues, social transformation and Social Entrepreneurship 
European and esp.Central-East European development, inc.Romology, 
Spiritual awareness for the sacredness expressed in the Tradition and major religions 

 
  
The aim of this network learning is to develop high quality, leading edge interdisciplinary learning for 
young people of international and cross-sectoral background to inspire them into co-creation of their 
own future for the benefit of the renewing Europe, based on a shared understanding rooted in deep 
inquiry into their past and the potential of their common futures that Europe may hold for them. They will 
want to master the latest scientific theory and practice on sustainability, the relevant new science 
approaches leading to the emerging new social paradigm, and at the same time will want to develop the 
necessary personal and organisational skills and competences to bring their visions into their own life. 

 
They will create a new and innovative leadership practice based on deep self and social, scientific and 

political awareness measured in long and short term action.  
 

 The core purpose of the learning program is: 
 
1. To Understand  the theory and practice of deep&sacred sustainability and organisational, social and 
personal systemic development relevant to the times in transition.   
 
2. To Enhance the understanding of the formation and development of our unique European culture and 
our shared and common roots in regional Old Europe so that we may face true relevance and humble 
service for the whole of Gaia. 
 
3. To Foster Resilience and Community Intelligence by developing cross border projects in the spirit of 
team and peer learning of unity in diversity so that we may overcome the drawbacks and hindrances of 
what we have inherited from our past with strong seperation and discrimination. We recognize and 
value what holds us together, appreciate our achievements and deeds and actions in true partnership. 
 
A deep understanding of the key issues around sustainability, ( economic,social and environmental) 
together with action based learning projects that contribute to the development of their leadership and 
entrepreneural capacities and will also bear immediate results in the local soil. They may well contribute 
to the decision making and action based prioroties of year 2014-2020. 
  
They need committed action based on cooperation, long term commitment and renewing inspiration.  
DCP will be able to initiate talent development, inspirational learning and co-creatiion so that the local 
players: civic-governmental and entrepreneurial sectors may join to fulfill the goals for 2020.  
In the region - South and East and North East there are special difficulties of age old tensions in and 
among minorities, inc. people of all mentioned nations as well as the growing roma-gipsy population.We 
want our Collegium become a healing and creating space that may generate a shift into new levels of 
cooperation based actions for the benefit of all. 
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Curriculum development  
 
Apart from the traditional peoples of national identity in the region, we will include Jewish and Roma 
cultural and ethnicity issues from past and present with special focus on Roma intelligentia developed 
into leadership awareness. 
 

Program                        
 
Learning modules supported by action based coaching and mentoring 
 

 Team Learning_Social Entrepreneurhip,  

 Personal Mastery_Self-and Team development,  

 Systems Thining_in Sustainability ( Blue economy,TNS, deep ecology ) and in Education  

 Shared Vision_Community led Regional and Urban Development, Generative Co_creative and 
Compassionate Society 

 Participatory AwarePresence_New Learning Competencies 

 The Tradition and the New Sciences – Seeing Anew  
 
Year long deep action based learning for those who choose to commit from the short modules 
 
 with a purpose in the future to gain accreditation acknowledged by other similar, but university based 
learning masteries, such as Blekinge Technology Institute, Sweden, Strategic Learning towards 
Sustainability, or Schumacher College,UK, CaosPilot in Dk. 
 
The curriculum of the College is based on 4 major disciplines: 
 

 sustainability, resilience and thriving: theory and practice ( with special focus on Blue economy ) 

 people-organization-systems ( inc. transformation and leadership in personal and organizational 
level- Sz.e.R in Hungarian as the root word of „szeretet” meaning love.) 

 self and community and regional development ( personal and cultural knowledge and 
development, realization of the sacredness of life, developing compassion in skilled action) with 
personal and transpersonal psychology focus and the sacred traditions of a regional focus and 
cross cultural awareness and communication, 

 project and entrepreneural development of glocal awareness inc. EU 
studies of cultural and governmental and regional awareness. 

 

Expected outcomes 
 
      1. Balancing effect in Europe 

For The West ( north-west ) of Europe to recognize CEE and CSE  
as an equal partner both culturally and economically so that a 
sustainable and balanced development of Europe can re-establish the equilibrium that is a 
prerequisite for thriving. ( otherwise - as a UNDP leader has remarked ' We – meaning 
CSEurope – have already ignited a World War ...! ').  
For the East ( Central and South ) to grow into self and cultural awareness and identity in a 
balanced and assertive way that will not have the need to emphaize differences in fights 
and conflicts, get stuck in past reminescences and thus will surely and safely cooperate and 
discover and appreciate values within and without. 

2. A skilled and knowledgable diverse and international network of  people enhanced with an 
inspired spirit, clear will and compassionate heart for social action. 

3. Action groups, led by local cross sectoral communities focused on the realization of the EU 
goals for 2020. 

4. Talented, skilled and inspired young people from the region to take their lives in their hands 
5. School children mentored and coached by the univirsity students and the 

„peregrines=wanderers=knowledge seekers participating in the projects 
6. Local cross-sectoral cooperation enhanced 
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7. Assertive, autonomous and cooperative self: The undermining sense of „I am different” 
grows into a strong sense of personal and group autonomy ready and skilled to cooperate 
in great diversity. 

8. The Love of Power shifts into The Power of Love that grows out of coordinated action. 
9. Inspired Roma youth in the region may glimpse the light at the end and discover their 

human value with the talent they can offer to the larger whole while others grow into 
appreciation of their value to the new culture in Europe. 

10. Real-time projects handed into EU sources generated among the 3 sectors based on 
cooperation and shared thinking. 

 
 
All the people as stakeholders in the project represent great diversity. They will learn to appreciate 
their richness and develop resilience, acknowledge and regain their spirit of Old Europe ( see 
Marija Gimbutas!) that is partnership, sacred euality, innovation and fair cooperation, and move in 
the direction to develop a compassionate economy, high spiritual and cultural based society. Living 
in peace with mother nature. 

 
Hosting organization in partnership with others is 

 
Learning Organisations for Sustainability, SoL Hu 

 
 
 

Society for Organisational Learning co- chaired by Peter Senge was formed in the mid 90’s as an 
inspirational off branch of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Sloan School of Management, 

which has incorporated many learning initiatives both for sustainability and systems thinking in 
education as well as in business. By now it has grown into a global network based association:Global 

SoL of fractal organisations all over the world with a growing emphasis on systemic large scale 
transformation in all three sectors as well as on cultivating cooperation and inspired creativity enhanced 

by these sectors of government, business and education. 
 

 
 

pure intent - open heart - clear mind  
germinated in the womb of silence  

leads to  
empowered participative action 

 
for the benefit of the whole 

 
 
 

Patrons: ( some in process ), 
Prof.Ervin László, The Club of Budapest  
Prof.István Láng, Academy of Sciences, Sustainability Professor 
Göran Carstedt, 
Peter Senge, SoL 
Ed Schein, MIT 
Mary Kaldor, 
Emőke Bagdy, Karolyi M.Univeristy 
Chaviva Hosek, CEU trustee, (Toronto ) 
Riane Eisler, Center for Partnership Studies 
 
 

„ Jót's Jól, ebben áll a nagy titok.” Your action be right and well applied, this is where secret lies. 


